Biological characterization of MLN944: a potent DNA binding agent.
MLN944 (XR5944) is a novel bis-phenazine that has demonstrated exceptional efficacy against a number of murine and human tumor models. The drug was reported originally as a dual topoisomerase I/II poison, but a precise mechanism of action for this compound remains to be determined. Several lines of evidence, including the marginal ability of MLN944 to stabilize topoisomerase-dependent cleavage, and the sustained potency of MLN944 in mammalian cells with reduced levels of both topoisomerases, suggest that other activities of the drug exist. In this study, we show that MLN944 intercalates into DNA, but has no effect on the catalytic activity of either topoisomerase I or II. MLN944 displays no significant ability to stimulate DNA scission mediated by either topoisomerase I or II compared with camptothecin or etoposide, respectively. In addition, yeast genetic models also point toward a topoisomerase-independent mechanism of action. To examine cell cycle effects, synchronized human HCT116 cells were treated with MLN944, doxorubicin, camptothecin, or a combination of the latter two to mimic a dual topoisomerase poison. MLN944 treatment was found to induce a G(1) and G(2) arrest in cells that is unlike the typical G(2)-M arrest noted with known topoisomerase poisons. Finally, transcriptional profiling analysis of xenograft tumors treated with MLN944 revealed clusters of regulated genes distinct from those observed in irinotecan hydrochloride (CPT-11)-treated tumors. Taken together, these findings suggest that the primary mechanism of action of MLN944 likely involves DNA binding and intercalation, but does not appear to involve topoisomerase inhibition.